Dennis Reese
A Person-centered Profile
For a full, rich, and independent life in his community

Vision/Hopes/Dreams

Lots of friends
Love
A reader...A golfer
Full citizenship at school in general education classrooms
Graduating high school with a diploma
Competitive employment with benefits
Reaching his potential and excelling
Fully included in his community
Advocacy

Strengths

Smart...A learner
Worker
Contributor—likes to help out
Determined
Story teller
Has strong opinions
Very visual...hands on learner
Intuitive...Independent...Empathetic...
Good Friend
Very Physical—athletic

What Works

Technology
Sports
Friends...learning from peers
Choices...Visuals...
Music...Processing time
Eye contact...Clear expectations
Checking back for understanding
Knowing what to expect...transitional warnings
Movement...being outside
Telling Dennis what you want him to do

What Doesn’t Work

Gluten / Dairy / Soy
Being too hot or too cold
Being bored...Yelling
No sensory breaks
Low expectations
Pushing him to process
Moving him without first telling him

Contact us anytime!
Phone number
email